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Coventry, the drivers unhitched the cabs from

1

'_Whi1e workers are fighting to sustain their existence and gain more than a mere living wage
it must come as a shock to find that the inequalities of Victorian Society still exist. j _
Recent figures issued by the Labour Research
Department expose this.

the trailers and drove back. n
As stocks ran out, management put Whole
sections on brushing the driveway, painting,

I‘

and generally giving the place a clean-up, The
intention being to give the picket the impression that their strategy was failing. Another ‘
measure, in keeping with this approach, and

|

Last month’s L.S. looked at the reasons for
the Chrysler dispute and mentioned the use of
the flying picket,a tactic which has been used
with success recently by miners, building workers, and now car-makers. This month a corespondent examines more closely the tactics
used at the strike.
"
Chrysler, as the saying goes, needs no
introduction, the name is sYI10I1)m°,uS ‘~”illh

key to Chrysler operations. The company 5“/il"'
ched to road transport , driving the stuff updto
Leyland in Lancashire where a transport firm
picked it up and haul ed it to Scotland.

having it's own sinister implication s for the

Britain own three quarters of all the personal

wealth of the country. More than 8,000 people
receive over £20,000 a year (almost £400 H
week) and 138 people receive (note that we do
not use the word earn) a staggering £3,600 a

take shots of all the pickets. i
Even without their contacts within the

Thanks to well-built links with theworkers

Stoke plant, the pickets soon received proof cf
the company’s desperation when they called

at the Stoke plant, the picket was informed as
to what was happening. There was nothing for

in their gangster squads. The company, of
course, expressed its regret over the fact that

it now but to picket Stoke which had become

a Dunstable gateman was knocked down, and

the new key to operations. 1

millwright John Docherty was faccidentally’
coshed when they inadvertently got in the way

"

of the scab task force. "

Chrysler failed to break this picket, but

workers, drawing on the experiences of their
comrades in the mining and building industries

'

future, was to have the company photographer

II-

l'lll.l‘l\e'5il'16SS in seeking to defeat it s workforce
This was demonstrated yet again when car_

One twentieth of the adult population of

week. There are those who would like to believe that the class structure of society is no

longer with us but,knowing these figurcs,who
will deny that Britain is a society of great

class divisions? Yet there are parliamentarims
who willingly accept this state of affairs mid
explain that this difference must remain,as
the country does not possess the resources to
_ rectify the imbalance. What they actually mom

A

the lengths they wenttto in their attempts to

Working the ‘crooks shift’, these scabs

do so should be a revelation to those workers

began to apply the technique of the flying
picket. ‘

is that there are priorities - priorities for a
smart young woman to have £25,000 Spent on

‘coming out’,yet an old age pensioner may die
The company was being hurt and this without the necessity of bringing out all the Chrysler workers in Britain. This type of picketing
was so effective that within two weeks the
management announced that they would have
to stop all vehicle production in the UK. i

with only cardboard to eat.

However this lack of concern md inactivity
-vi:-w.-*-' I .-.-'
.....................'_"""'.,.,.-'

ease

is not centred exclusively on the Conservative

1°"

*'

Party. What did the Labour Party do during

their last term of office, and what will they do

—‘.:‘

-?.nl'l"-"

work’ dispute at Ryton. It would have suited
management down to the ground, had the strikers isolated the dispute by limiting themselves

when they are returned to office to sweep

~- -

Trouble began with the so-called ‘shoddy

Britain clear of the conmen andiparasites at
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society? It can confidently be said -A bugger
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all.

**%r’

to picketing Ryton. A few informed workers,
the Ryton Action Group, pressed for the flying
Ansty car compound. From there, the picket
moved on to Gosford Green rail-link with
Linwood. This was at first thought to be the
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‘ABOUT '
‘LIBERTAHIAN STRUGGLE"

This paper is written and produced by
people all over the country, who are
' active in their trade unions, tenants’
associations, claimants’ unions, womens’ liberation groups, schools and
universities.
We are united by our membership of
the'0rganisation of Revolutionary Anarchists -_ a democratically organised
'Wl‘llC|1

but

about, _and

firmly

early hours Pf the moming 311°w°d their A

desperation of the management and t.hei1* inability tode anything effective to combat it. Some
being reduced to attempting to smuggle in
spare parts in the boots of their cars, while
Mothers tried ineffectively to burrow holes
-through the walls to the factory next door !'

We oppose all groups and parties

style, just like the good old days. jAt a pre-

their struggle from ordinary people, We
think that the way forward to a better
society is not through any kind of ‘new’
leadership, but through working people
discovering their own history, their own
‘ability to organise themselves, their
confidence in themselves and their mates.

the increased contact between government mid
business leaders,the system seems as ready
as ever to withstand change. Motions passed .
at the Government Party Conference,to nation-

A arranged mglal they re-emergeil’ hammeimg
through at top speed and sending the pickets
.
. lives.
.’
scattering
for their
Thwarted by the
nimbleness of the pickets, they prepared for
the nest encounter. This time as the picket

-F

alisc the banks ., were never even seriously

fled they had the additional hazard of bottles,
bricks and lumps of concrete hurle d at their
heads.The police had arrived before this second

considered by the government. 1

"
-I

The parallels between the Swedish Socialists (SPD) mid the British Labour Party are
obvious and a warning to those who believe a

the fact that none of these vehicles had lights
on or registration plates, moved them from t if
their role of silent witness. They simply

return to Labour will lead to socialism. '

watched the wagons take off up the road.

GET on . .
‘Put-. EAi2'ri-1:

Chrysler’s firstanswer to effective picket-

i.-'

ing was to hire thug-l about to do their ﬁghting
for them, and at £500 a load there was no

The nearest theycame to success was in
ripping down a door which wasn’t covered by
pickets as it hadn’t been opened in twenty
years. Six wagons loaded with parts for Linwood shot out. Two men took off after them by
car, catching them up on the M6. Having been
‘advised’ that they might never again work in

take the initiative and control of

ure is no way threatened by this danocratic
‘socialist’ govemment but in fact, because of

break-out. Neither these acts of violence, nor

Other preparations reflected the growing

by the

__A_fter all these years the capitalist struct-

cronies to slip through in bootleg convoy

scotched - before it got off the ground. Stewards declared that they wouldn’t handle the
goods. '

mﬂiﬂfity of the working people. We work
to encourage contacts and understanding.
between the different aspects of working class struggle.
who

term and all disputes are negotiable.

landing. The first solution to aflying picket...
flying scabs? In the event, the plan was

a revolution brought
controlled,

Pulled fbwfl 3 Sﬁﬂiﬁn of the fence and in the

inside the plant to accomodate a helicopter

believes in asocialist

revolution,

who still imagine that class-war‘ is a passe

Some of these measures reﬂected the resources that were pitted against the strikers. i
Such as clearing and floodligiting a huge area

I’

.

A report has also just been published on
Sweden where it is shown that after 40 years
of Social Democrat government not even the
beginning of a socialist society exists. Five
per cent of the richest people have a third of
Sweden’s taxable fortune and 94% of industry
is still privately owned.

picket, and some workers moved up to the

group

"
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shortage. Ask the Walker Brothers of Toynbee
Street, Stepney. This was their judas-pay.
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Footnote: Ford Motor Co. delayed announcing
record profits for '|‘l7-Zof 154.6-Smillion until
days after they finally signed this years wage
agreement ofﬁ_ﬁ across the bo ard.
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As part of our attempt to put this
kind of politics into practice, we have
rotating, editorship of each issue.
'

I

we are producing this paper mom, of
us are professional joumahsts to pm‘,
-

ide_ one

)

'

.

means of Spreading some

'

We won’t give you the familiar crap
of ‘this is your paper’, ‘without this

paper the working class is leaderless’
etc. What we do say is that if you want

improve its appearance as we get more
practised. The, contents are up to
_ you
so please
write h to us, whether its an
_l _
_ In
art“ ‘ 0‘ A 0 er

1*.

.

.

dllbl0l.lS ll&tlll’E of tl'@HtIHBI1LS lIW0lVlIlg

facts, of pu blicising what workers are
thinking and doing, to workers in other
industries and other parts of the country,
to, talk,about what claimants, women,
immigrants, pensioners and schoolkids
are doing, and how these battles can't
be separated.

to USE this paper - to pass on things
you've leamt, to ask for help from other
people, or just to make contact with
others in a similar situation, then please
do so. We know that lots of people have
no practice at writing articles - but who
needs literary genius ‘? We promise to

Since the mid-sixties anti-psychiatry groups
_ have attacked the oppressive role of the psychiatrist by exposing the violent and scientifically
psychosurgery, electro-shock. They have also
demonstrated that the lﬂbelkmenta lly i11‘as
qiplied to a particular individual is not an
objective diagnosis like appendicitis, l:iut it is
the product of a relation drip between the iridividual and those around him,(family, teachers,
police etc). who attempt to invalidate or neutralise any aspects of behaviour they might find
threatening.

_ '-

Fl

result of a radical transformation of society.

_

They also have a series of immediate demands
for action to expose the lengths to which an
authoritarian society will go in order to keep
people in their place. Mental patients in their

level the groups aim to help mtients held against their will whether they are trapped by
legal or equally coercive informal pressures,and
to represent them) in their wrangles with the
hospital autliorit-ies and the law. They stress
that so-cal_led'mental illness‘ indicates a sick
society rather than a sick individual; that the
primary causes of the flood of people in mental
hospitals is the result of the problems posed

thousands are now enduring irriprisonmenr with

no release dat E|(COI'Il[JI.1l.SOIY detention orders
cap be renewed indeﬁnitely in the interests

of public safetyior that of the individual); infliction of irreversible treatments like lobotomy,

by bad housing, unemployment and social in-

treatment used as punishment, cheap labour

As a reaction to the tyranny of the mental
hospital and the veryfconcept of mental illness
self-help gioups like People not Psychiatry:
attempting to develop non-oppressive community

equality. The callousness of the society which
smvvns such misery is reflected by the psychiatric industry which. caring nothing for the
individual, attempts a patch-up job on the society. Success for a cure is almost invariably
_

maéquerading as occupational the1'ﬂPY.i 1-151113
patients as gumea P135 for untested te¢hniql1e5-

therapy have been fm.med_ Hgwevel. it i5 ml

measured in terms of rdiabilitating the indiv-

extent, take over the-functions of prison, Brain

‘

Y

ii

-

-

-I

in the the past year that in Britain mental pat_

idualhou sewife, schoolchild or factory work-

ients themselves have been organised in the foim
cf the Mental Patients Unioii to fight fcr .immediate improvements and the eventual abolition of

erback into the ’~“"-‘W Sit“ati°" which messed
them “P " °I11Y theY‘1‘e P'lS1'1@dbﬂ¢k i11'¢0 it minus ‘he ability ti’ force 3113’ ¢h31'1€e5-

It Se ems probable that psychiatry by putting
‘bars inside your head‘may to an in i;1¢;~¢aSing

_

Surgery 113$ 31I'E'HClY been Ci'ffEl"Ed

B jl,1(%e 35

J.

th e ins
. ﬁt u t.ion.
i
The MPU is organised along similar lines to
.the Q1ai_ma'm;S Union and has groups in LeedS_

--

ipulative psychiatry can only come about as a

SE Ihondon, and Surrey, with twoab out to be
formed in Birmingham and Manchester. On one

_
_
The MPU TECQEHISB that the destruction of
the mental hospital and the eradication of man-

-.

an alternative to a long jail sentence, and the
emphasis on punishing homosexuality has been

a1m°St P‘-’P1a¢ed bi’ the idea of ‘curing’ it. Q-ie
ilook at the repression masquerading as psychlatry in the USSR entitles us to ask the
e t
' ion ‘Who is next?‘

-

‘qu S -
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By now, although the. journalists were
the most militant. NATSOPA and SOGAT
were the two unions in control. They and
SLADE voted immediately to accept the

‘

.|_
'—'

terms and return to work. The NGA was
split. The NUJ were the only ones against
the return to work. but agreed to return.
In fact the terms, especially the redundancies
were worse than they seemed. TBF has the

right concctied to it of, making people redundant. The one concession on the right to
discipline scabs has been made meaningless
by the union leadcrships agreeing to reinstate anyone kicked out,

No. Z

Nottingham Wednesday, July ll, 1973.

The workers at T-» Bailey Forman, Nottingham , printers of the local papers, were on
strike for six weeks. The five unions involved :_ SLADE (lithographic Artists, designers and engravers), NGA (compnsitors),
NATSOPA (printers), NUJ (joumalists) and 9)GAT (general) stayed solid throughout
the struggle. In spite of this unity of effort,
they ended by returning to work without having attained any guarantees whatever. To
understand this failure it is necessary to
follow the progress of the whole strike. j
The trouble started when management
told SLADE members on Monday June 18th
to operate a new letterflex machine. They
refused and three scabs brought out that

issue of the paper.

Next day, the SLADE members were told
to work the machine or be sacked. Again
they refused and were sent home. The NUJ
and NGA back ed them; At a mass meeting,
these two unions were joined by SLADE,
NATSOPA and SQGAT. The strike was made
official by all five unions and a strike liaison committee was set up. This left only

the AUEW (engineers) and the EEPTU

(electricians) members in. They stayed in
throughout the strike. '

They went ‘back when victory was easily
within their grasp. some of the engineers

2p

had come out and there was a deﬁnite

were more than cogs in their machinery. Now

theyhnd control over their production. The
result was a convincing demonstration that
workers‘ control does work.

As July began, TBF appeared to be
retreating a little, but after three days the

ncil officials nct to give it any information;
and were barring its reporters from council
meetings. This decision was followed by
the Press being given the facilities that the
Post had lost. The Post really began to get.

catch became obvious. The intention was

the hammer when on July l5th Newarli Di

to keep the Guardian Journal closed, leav-

trict Council followed suit by withdrawing

ing only the Evening Post. The bosses

facilities from the Post. The Press was now

insisted on these terms and the workers
refused to buy them.
Both sides settled down for a long fight.

getting plenty of advertisements as well.

Five days later on July 4th. the strikers
brought out their own paper - The Press -

Support was coming in from trade union
branches, even fro‘ non-unionised workers.
Notable among the unions offering support

coming out every two days. In its nine
issues it grew from six pages to ten., but
even more impressive was the circulation

firm also insisted on the right to re-=negot-iate local pay deals, and talks broke down.
Talks were resumed but broke down yet
again when the bosses insisted on written

were various NGA and NUJ branches, NUT,

UCATT, ASTMS, TGWU busmen. AUEW.

US AW Co-op workers and NUPE. Although

issue. The paper was printed at Russell

AUEV.’ branches supported the strikers the

Peace Foundationis Partisan Press and

AUEW members of TBF worked right through

workers spent up_ to twenty hours on its
production.
V

Unfortunately, this had the effect of-(keeps
ing the picket small and ineffectual. Nobody
enjoys picketing -- especially when there are
only a few of you. Another reason for the
small numbers on picket duty was that Union policy from the beginning had involved
workers outside the firm. Although non-

strikers, apparently helped to turn out the /A
Strike Liaison Comrnitteeis paper, the Press,
Perhaps to release resulting tens-ion, the
Committee did organise motorcade ‘Wl"llt.Il’l

the strike. as did the EEPTU who played

their usual role of open, unashamed scabs. i
r There were more talks on July lOth. Management Still insisted on the closure of the
Guardianaioumal and on redundancies... when

the director announced the closure on June
29th, he admitted that the paper had made
appalling losses. Its clear that this was the
real reason for the closure and the redundancies and not the strike. The strike only
provided an excuse. But is it that simple ‘E’
The new Letterflex machines which sparked

hours after saying it was put off, the bosses
chief hatchet man announced on local radio
that the paper was closed with up to 150 men
losing their jobs.
‘

The pickets - never strong St being manned

Understandably the print workers“ enthus-

iasm went into producing the Press. It was
started simply as a strike tactic but became
much more than that. For years the firm had

ignored any suggestion that the workers

That is occupied T. Bailey Fornrans, thus

preventing the Evening Post being published,
It would have made the Press even more successful and would have avoided the disas-

trous picket line. An occupation was even
apparently considered by the Liaison Commtttee.
How democratic was this strike '? The
clear impression was one of NATSOPA and

SOGAT in control and of a Liaison Committee which conveniently prevented militant inll'-

iatives by prattling on about the amazing unprecedented solidarity of five unions. would

the men on the picket line have said no to
help from the building workers if there had
been genuine discussion '? l.S- organised a
meeting aimed at finding out how they could
get workers elsewhere actively giving support. It ended up with the people on the Lia-

ison Cornrnittee working overtime to avoid
the objective being achieved.

file initiative. Only l..S. was in any sort of

newspaper bossesi organisation) met the NGA

had their determination weaken ed even fur-

On July 2'/th, the Press announced that the
strikers were going back to work, but omitted

By this time Nottingham City Council had
followed its Labour colleagues at Mansfield...

position to set it off, with contacts in the
strike and members in a range of other industries. Tragically, but typically, they didrft.
The need is to build, rapidly. an organisation which will provide this kind of initia-

return terms seemed to be - no guarantees»
Everybody back, a month’s truce and negot-

tive, a genuine and practical commitment to
autonomous working class action. We need
links between shopfloor workers who are prep
ared when necessary to bypass the Union

iations over redundancies. An early retire-

bureaucracies and to expose them. We have

ment scheme was mentioned. lt seemed as
though the Union leaders were relying on
some people not wanting to go back.

to break with the tailending of Union bureaucrats and instead help to build effective,
democratic rank-and-file workers“ movements

to mention the terms. "The essence of the

pickets and then delivered its load.. The
next day another lorry crossed the line without obstruction.

what was needed, in the flee of the inev-

one answer. The whole thing was deliberately set up..

by some who had never been on strike beforether. On July 7th. a lorry delivering newsprint drove straight into the ranks of the

It is clear what they should have done.

itable fqilure of th-e,.Union bureaucrats, was
an attempt to set-off some kind of rank-and-

On July 23rd, talks started again when a
team from the Newspaper Society (provincial

local morning paper, the Guardian Joumal.

This threat was withdrawn and then. six

city. Such was the victory of the strikers and

fore the national agreement was reached.
V‘-hy didnit the bosses wait '? There is only

PICKETS

victimised. Threats were made to close the

was deprived of access t.o local councils &
was so desperate that it had to virtually lift
its news from a rightwing area paper in the

off the strike were introduced only days be-» _

drove around the TBF buil. ding.

assurances that the scabs wouldnit be

first strike had ignored the Union leadership
which was forced to tailend them for months.
Help such as this would have been invaluable, The scab Post had a shrinking staff,

yet they went back with no guarantees. c

which reached into thousands by the final

turning down offers of help on the line from
On June 25th a national agreement was
reached and locally the five unions drew up
a settlement. On 27th TBF totd them to
return to work next day or getsacked. The

The two councils were now not advertising
in the scab Evening Post. were ordering cou-

possibility of the AUEW finally pulling them
all out. There was massive trade union
backing, including specific. offers of help
on the picket line. These offers included
one from the building workers who in their

1'
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SUBSCRIBE

Iifyouithink that the direct control by working people over all aspects of their
lives is worth fighting for..
If you think that what.’s needed now is independent rank and file organisation
linking all aspects of working class struggle - in housing, schools. womens’
rights, in work, and all others.
If you think that the independence of these organisations must be defended from
takeover by the Labour traitors, union bureaucracies, and the “NEW leaderships”
If you think that an organisation is needed which fights for revolutionary politics
in everyday struggles but has no intention of seizing power for itself.
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There are also ccmtacts in Birmingham. Colchesteir. Dundee. Edinburgh. Harlech

Liverpool. -west. east and South London. Norwich. Oxford. Poole Reading .....'

Swansea. If you want to be put in touch, write to the North London group.
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STOP PRESS?
The occupation of the LIP works by 3,000 riot

five thousand watches, and hid them.They
decided not to sell them but to keep them as

Police has’ "Qt ended the Struggle but escalated

security and instead to se ll watch es they prod=-

it to a new stage. Important machine parts,
stocks of watches, and the enti re company rec-=
ords are still in the hands of the workers. '
Massive demonstrations in Besancon have tumed
into open confrontation with the police and des=pite the attempts of the Trade Union leaders to
restrict support to one day strikes there are
indications that many workers are prepared to
go much further than that. Whatever the outcome
for LIP itself the occupation has played a cruc~
131 role in exposing the policy of collaboration
with the govemment which the CGT is engaged
in, and in this way will contribute to breaking
the hold the Stalinist CP and CGT have on the
French working class. This brings the fight
for working class power many stages closer. '

uced to ensure a living wage.
area for sympathetic visitors, set up with
information boards. They have also found that
they can produce in four hours, what took nine
hours before.

_-—i-"ai_ii|_____

On June 19th workers at Lip. Francets best
known watch company took over their factory
in response to comp any announcements of
massive lay-offs and a refusal to pay wages.
The factory at Besancon employs one thousand
three hundred and twenty workers, over half
of them women.

A
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For some time the company had difficulty
in keeping solvent. The re had been attempts
at diversification and injection of fresh capital.

EUPLE

But in‘April the lmrent company of Lip, Ebau=

ches S.A., a multinational Swiss corporation,
announced plans for ‘restructuring’ Lip, which
would result in lay-=offs of two hundred workers .

Support the occupied factories for a Peoples
Vic to ry.

The problem of securing raw materials has
been overcome by an approach on two fronts
to firms for supplies .A simple request to the
management of the supply firm has been
accompanied by an approach to their fellow
workers; the threat of industrial action by
them has assured a plentiful supply of materials
They turned to the population of Besancon
for support in their struggle against lay=-offs and
also to Swiss watch=-workers who have had to
face massive redundancy.Following widespread
coverage in the French press, many factories
voted for unlimited strikes in the event of government and bosses moves against the Lip
workers.

TTIE P8flS C:l'13.1'TllJEl' Of Cgmmefce warned I

" Lip is the most disturbing social conflict...
because the continued social operation’ of the "
factory, after a robbery, in essence, of the share=
holders, calls into question the principles of
au th ority, of property, of responsibility , of

' respect for contracts, vis.-=a~=vis suppliers and
sub contractors, which are at the very base of
our economic system and of our commercial law.

_ Workers responded immediately to these
threats, stopping productim to hokl meetings
on how to fight the proposals.

With watches being sold at 4-OZ of the
normal price, the workers are now able to pay
their own wages. This puts them in a strong
position. The capitalists are obviously worried

The Pompidou government has also been
aware that any strong move against Lip would
be disastrous for them. In" fact, Faure, Preside
ent of the National Assembly, stated that the

was applying for bankruptcy and that workers

by this, but cannot as yet move against the

workers were capable of ‘participation’ in the

would not receive wages or holiday pay. Faced
by this the workers locked in the managers and
went through the companyfiles. There they
found plans for laying off nearly half the work
force, plans -for funds in case of ' social
disturbance’ , a wage freeze and elimination of
the sliding scale of wages and beneﬁts that
workers had won in May 6%

work---in.

running of a company. On these lines, the
government proposed that the workers should

1

On June 12th the management announced it

The workers organised themselves into
" commissions to look over production, selling.
propaganda, defence and showing round visitors,
At the factory the workers themselves are

firmly in control. There are general meetings

That night CRS riot police invaded the

every "day and they have organised whole
series of entertainments. A childa-care centre
factory to free the two managers and intimidate
the work force. In response, the next day workers has been @5t8b1i$hed. Staffed bl’ “F011-1I1tee1'$
occupied the factory , took over a store of sixty-.. from the town and the factory has a reception

Recently there has been a lot of Dllblicifty
about proposed reforms aimed at wiping out
‘The unacceptable face of capitalism”. An
example of this is the White Paper Which
attempts to placate public opinion on corruption, insider deals, etc HS Seen in 1'-he Lﬂllfhﬂ
and Poulson affairs. Their concern is to
convince us that the capitalists play the
game cleanly. Workers participﬂliﬂﬂv howevef
is supposed to change workers’ conditions
dire ctly - alleviate boredom, give workers
-a say and dispel feelings of being a cog in a
machine. T
.

This new panacea of workers’ participation
has been expounded by tho Daily Mirror / Daily

Record, in a four day teach=~in. The T.U.C.
and the C. B.I. have prep ared cautious reports
on it and the government is shortly to issue a
Green Paper on the subject.

crs in I.C.I., though not with cnough shares

to give them any power. Volvo of Sweden has
now replaced assembly*=linc production with
small groups of workers producing the cars
from start to finish, with election of Foremon.

COMMON MARKET
Most important for this country are the
Common M arket proposals. These suggest
Supervisory Boards for firms, composed of

representatives from shareholders and from
workers, two--thirds shareholders, and oncr=
third employees, who are responsible to the
general meeting of shareholders.

This Supervisory Board would nominate a
directors’ board , to be responsible for day~=to
day running, and also nominate the manage»
ment, chairman and personnel director. They

tho British Steel Corporation. Of course there

has been no change in the condition of ordin=-

ary workers. There are also worker sh archoldRH

_

unlimited powers of inspection. The other
main proposal from the EEC Commissions is

for Works

Councils to deal with the Board

on matters of pay, holidays, hours and general
conditions.
The drawbacks to these schemes are
immediately obvious. You might be able ‘to

As we go to mess, the outcome is uncertain.
Dismissal notices have been served by the
official receiver but burned and the workers
have refused tohave the gates of their works
to be officially sealed.
_
According to the press relations officer, the

workers would accept an offer from a capitalist
if he would sign a written agreement to their
demands .1 no dismantling of the plant ,guaran~=
teed jobs for all workers and maintenance of all
other previous gains. Their acceptance of this
would be understandable, since their occu paticn
like most others, was a defensive action againa
redundancies.
Although complete workers self~=-management
can only be realised in a free socialist society,
a spread of occupations is a great step towards
achieving this, and any offensive action against
the Lip workers , by,_the bosses or the State,
could trigger this-off. Every occupation shows
the workers not only their capabilities of running production, but also their collective power
to run society.
j

‘I

It seems the government will have to turn
to their tried and trusted ally in their fight to

‘The Lip workers have shown that the bosses
are not indispensable and that the workers
are capable of organising themselves, on their
own, even in the economic sphere. It is not
only the management of Lip that hasbeen J .
challenged, but the whole employing class.

control the French working class ==- the bureauc-=
F-BCY Of the C.G.T. -= the Communist controlled
Trade Union federation.

(Part of the manifesto of the LIP action
committee and the CFDT)

to be capitalists,
capita lismli

" we are struggling against
_

elect your foreman, but if he has no control
over his supervisors it doesn’t got you very
far. Supervisory Boards will always carry out
the policy of the shareholders, who are the
ones with a guaranteed majority. Works
Councils will carry no more power than the
Union leaders already have, and judging by

experience in the printing unions, where there

would exercise control over them and have

Most attempts at workers‘ participation
have come from the Continent, although here
thcrc have been WO1'kCI‘=Clil‘6CllOI‘S on the boards.
of nationalised industries, like Ron Smith of

run the factory as a co-=-operative. However they
rejected this carrot, saying they did not want

As a pointer in this direction it is interesting that the C.G.T. refused to sign the manifesto
drawn up by the Lip section of the CFDT (the
other main trade union federation) , and the
Lip Action Committee. The manifesto , in which
workers are obviously well aware of the revo l=
utionary implications of their occupation , stated
“ Our struggle can be an important gain for -all
workers, if tomorrow other attempts are made in
the same direction, if we_co llecti vely think out
methods of action to make them most effectiveil

are federated House Chapels, the pace is
dictated by the least militant unions.
-II"

Indeed the whole position could hardly be

otherwise. As the Glasgow Herald pointed
out , ‘who would invest heavily in a company

if he could be outvotcd by his workers ‘P’. Why
then all this talk of ‘workers particip ation’,
when it is fairly evident that it will make no

difference ?
The moves started after the events of ‘68
in France, when workers and students took

control of their “work and their lives. European
capital was forced to think of ways that would
give workers the feeling that they had
some inﬂuence on decisions that affected

them, while capital still retained control.

ipation is that co=opcration by the work force
is seen as necessary to incrcasc_productivity.
the gulf between US and THEM which snarls
up productivity must be banished for the good
of all = Daily Mirror editorial.
Expansion, being vital to the continuation
of capitalism, is commended on the grounds
that it raises everyonds standard of living;
more so than redistribution of wealth would.
The reality is different. Inﬂation erodes every
onc’s standard of living and wages are frozen
in order to safeguard profits.,;A_ permanent

pool of unemployed is necessary to force
people to move around for jobs, and create
the mobile labour supply necessary for expanding economics, which is at the same time loss
well organised . Expansion may create more
goods but these obviously go to those with r
buying power, not to those in need. Capitalism
cannot solve the problems of bad housing and

rising prices. In its present crisis it is attempting to make the working class pay — through
the Fair Rents Act and the Industrial Rclatio-as
Act, the wage freeze in Britain and similar
measures elsewhere. Now with workers participation bcing ﬂoated about, it is asking the

working class to help in destroying its own
The other main reason for workers partic-\-

ability to fight back and win control.

'
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' The fundamental aim of the socialist revolution ‘is to change the workeris relationship
to the means of Production. To make work a
Dart; of human life dominated by the workeris
desires and needs rather than the central part
which dominates every other aspect of his existence.
Workers‘ control of production is therefore
central to a socialist system - which is not
just concerned with the material conditions
of life but with altering the way people live,
and through collective action give the individual worker control over the way he lives and
the things he does - for the ﬁrst time in hist-

ory.
Once these basic points are lost or forgot-

ten, all sorts ofweird and wonderful formulas
and definitions of socialism can flourish and
do a great deal of harm. For many years, the
followers of Lenin (Stalini st s, Trot skyi st s,
etc.) argued that the essentials were State planning of the economy, State control of industry,
and State regulation of foreign trade. With this
yardstick, the Stalinists are able to say that
Ru ssia is socialist - and thereby give the enemies of the working class the best weapon intheir_ armoury. The Trotskyists used the same
measure to say th at, despite Stalin, Russia is
a workers‘ state (which means basically that
it only needs a revolution to place a Trot skyi st leadership in the Kremlin and very little

else needs to be done). ‘Ibis, even though the
working class itself is economically exploited, politically powerless and is not even allowed any means of expressing its wants and
needs, since its trade unions are State organs
for increasing production and work discipline.
Trotsky him self saidgthat Russia was in transition, that this idea of a corrupt bureaucracy

balanced on top of a basically healthy structure was not in any way likely to last long either the bureau cracy would re-make society
in its own image and establish all the capital-

ist nonns of exploitation or the working class
would settle accounts. If mything, the bureaucracy asia group is in a stronger position
thm it was when Tro tsky made his analysis

forty years ago. It doesn't rule through individual ownership of property and factories like

the western cwitalists but as a group the bureaucracy do own and control the means of making wealth and do have the use of the surplus

wealth extracted from the work of the Russian
workers. If Trotsky was right (and no major up-

heavals have occurred either by workers changing the system or the bureaucracy making any
basic changes either) then either Russia is a
capitalist society of a different type from the
West - and Russian workers need to make a
revolution asmuch as we do -or the words
Itransitionali, 'un stable‘ mean ‘can last ﬁfty
years with nob asic change'which, for one thing. must worry aniyonetrying to make any use

llllﬂ 350

of Trotsky's ideas.
The same formula - of State intervention.
etc -- was accepted in the social democrat {L e.
the Labour Party and others. like it) idea that
nationalisation - taking industry under State
control by peaceful parliamentary means - was
the gentlemanly way to socialism. In this view,
the institutions created by the capitalist cl ass,
manned by the capitalist class and based on

the capitali st-in spired illusion that since we
all vote for MP5 ours is a basically equal and

democratic society, can be used by a majority
of well-meaning intellectuals supported by the
trade union hierarchy(who wherever they orig-

inally came from live in -a style closer to the
bosses than their average member) to gently
ease out the capitalists. After a few years,
with nobody noticing, we would -arrive at a
just, socialist society. In {T45-tlie peaceful,
parliamentary road got its chance. Labour won
a massive majority, people had had enough and
voted for change. Despite the advances that
the militant mood of the country made possible,
[one of the paradoxes of the parliamentary way
is that before reforms are accepted there mu st
be a strong movement which will make the ruling class unwilling to oppose them directly,
yet electoral politics acts to demobilise the
will to struggle and instead makes people rely
on the reformers) the basic nature of our society was in no way changed. Anyone who thinks we re living under socialism needs his head
examined.
I

F
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Communist Party have made socialism a dirtyword. The British workin g class, one of the
oldest and most experienced in stniggle in the

from the chairman as soon as you start to try

world, has become demorali sed time and time

Politics is about making decisions, What
decisions, and for whom. Socialist politics is

again. The gmeral disillusionment with politics, vot.ing for professional amateurs like the
Liberals and in a small way the rise of the
fascist National Front, etc., are all indicators

pect of life because it questions every aspect

that, on the political lev el, working people are

of the way we live and is concerned about how
were going to change it.

fed up. This is not to paint a false picture of
a working class that doesn't fight - on the contrary, militancy against the Tory policy of cutting living standards by rising prices and free

Socialist politics is what the working class

needs to solve its problems-to open the way

FD

for socialist politics means to argue that working people must make their own decisions ab out the problens that affect them, must carry
out their decisions and must overcome everything that stands in the way. Before we can
'
hope to successfully deal with this Tory government, which has to be done because every
‘bread and butter‘ question (whether it's rents,
sdiool meals, public services, better conditions, better wages, etc.) comes bang up against the fact that the Tories need to raise profits for their class by cutting our wages, putting our prices up and attacking our means of

Zing wages is probably at a higher level than

for years. It even goes so far as challenging
the government, as when last summer hundreds
of thousands struck against the imprisonment
ofthe dockers shop stewards.

s,zi=i">.~=,

defending ourselves by gaoling militants, fin-

ing union s, etc. We have to push aside the enemies in our midst who talk about waiting for
another Labour government, who oppose discussion cn topics they think ‘aren't union business'_, who monopolise communications between sections ofthe working class and oppose
co-operation between them. We must remember
the simple truth from which socialist ideas originate - everything in this society is produced
and run by working people. They can't exist
without us. The strength of the working class
is enormous. We lack nothing but the will and
theimagination . Years of Labour do-gooding
has damaged our self-confidence but the Tories
are as frightened ofus as they can be - look
at all their measures,from anti-union laws to
arming the police.
_

What did happen was that unprofitable industries were taken over and used to provide

a service to private industry, which is subsidisedby the taxes we all pay. Profitable industry e.g. State steel industry prices are kept
down so that industry is paying cheap er prices
for its raw materials and so making higher profits for themselves . A few time-serving bureaucrats who forty years ago lifted a pick or spanner get knighthoods and jobs on the board which of course also include the old owners
'
who not only get exorbitant compensation but
also fat salaries. The big trick is that when
these operations are carried out by a Labour
government, working people are supposed to
give them the benefit‘ of the doubt and hold off
fighting for better wages and condition s. This
makes the Labour Party very useful to British
capitalism in times of crisis. The Tory press
goes'soft' on Labour, the reforming image gets
a brush-up, Labour leaders appear at big strikes, pose for the cameras with their thick
mugs of tea and then clear off to Hampstead to
draft new schemes foritechnological revolution s' etc. etc.

THOUSANDS STRIKE
Between them, the Labour Party and the

KEEP YOUR EYES ON ME,
NOT THE BANNER
I.

CREFORMISTS
d
f
But it is at .this point that anotheri ea rcm
the eformersr bag of tribks becomes dangerous _ V
r
- 81 _
this is that economic issues and p01it1C .188

ues are separate . If you want political changes

is an injury to all‘ applicable not just to work-

ers in factories (though that is essential God

mers - if you want a better standard of living
through better wages or conditions Y01_1 do ll
through the union. This separates the way you
are living from what you want to be living like

knows) but to everyone who is part of our class.
To fight so that pensionem strugling for a living wage, women fighting for equal pay aid

decent nurseries and schools for our kids,

It makes politics abstract and one-step removed
and it also makes it taboo to argue that a particular demand is political because of the po1icy of the government in oPP°5iﬂ8I it-» A"Y°ne
Iwho has ever attended union branch meetings
knows that you usually get a'no politics here‘

people on council estates fighting rait rises,
have the backing of organised workers in their
f3¢'f01'ie5- Once 311$ P196955 is Staftede Working people will soon regain their dignity, their

Self-confidence. We will then realise that for
us anything is possible.

The army is also criticised in part. It is
claimed that the Parachute Regiment was _

responsible for driving some catholicfamilics
from their homes in the mainly catholic Bally-

Dealing with the massive intimidation in
“In certain communities in West Belfast ,
Army conductihas been an instrument of
instilling fear into the civilian. population and
ﬁn‘?

'

I

a major reaspn for people leaving the district.

faced by intimidation crises, who have appealed for help directly to the administration and
army command. There are instances where
this help was delayed or refuscd."_' It claims
this was the case in Rathcoole, Cregagh and

--r

A thir.d version, highly abridged and diplo-

This is revealed in a recent high-level report criticising the security of information
gathered in the |q7l Census. The report ' Secur-

Willowficld.

matically worded, was sent to Mr. Whitelaw. "

...

-

ity of the Population CMND 5365' has been
heavily censored by the government in an.effort to evade public" scrutiny. The Office of
Population Censuses and Surveys computer

3

The report highlights the sort of problems

A forth version, even more reduced, is the
one now published l

SEE NO EVIL

stated “Definite sympathies with the Ulster

Defense Association have come to light in our
investigations. The loyalist outlook of certain
members of the R.U.C. colour their perception,
judgement and response in dealing with i1'1tiI‘n= .
idation and its attendant problems.“

the authorities face in their attempt to make

the Policc acceptable in catholic areas.

J-

two other Belfast areas, Crcgagh and Willowﬁcld, where the Catholic population have now

almost disappeared, “The most common grievance voiced by the people in both estates who
want to stamp out intimidation, is that of
police inactivity.” This is borne out by the
figures relating to convictions. In 1971, there
were 2,746 reported cases of intimidation.
There were 10 convictions. In the first six
months of 1972, there were only two convictions out of the 1,300 reported cases of intimidation.

Politically, the future of the police is of vital

-\-

It has come as no surprise that, after all
the assurances given by the government re garding the privacy of the answers being de manded in the H7! Census, the contrary is the

This statement was dropped in later versions
The Report goes on, “There are documentations of individuals and community groups

only.

stabulary in the Rathcoole area of Belfast. It

The ﬁrst step °1?' the mad to 3 S°CietY W01“
th living in - a society where we as a class
run our society for our own needs - is to fight
to run the organisations we created to fight
_
with. We need to control our unions, our Trades
Councils, to do away with all restrictions on
communications or else to ignore them. To

fight to make the old slogmi "an injury to one

you vote for Labour or Communist Party refor-

murphv area. '

The report discusses within the general
context of intimidation, the general role of
the security forces. In a section that was
deleted from the original report, reference was
made to the attitude of the Royal Ulster Con-

_

about the working class making deci sions in
its own interests and is relevant to every as-

0

an hitela

The long delayed and finally watered down '
report of the Community Relations Commission
was ﬁnally published last month. Titled
‘Report on Intimidation and Rehousing’, it
claims that 40,000 people (80% of them catholics) were intimidated out of their Belfast
homes. The govemment-financed agency comp
leted the report last February but, because of
its contents, it was l‘BWl'llJl3EI'l. Many of the
more controversial Darts were deleted in this
edition. It was then privately circulated to
the security forces and govemment agencies .

and link things.

I

importance. Whitelaw has repeated constantly

that he is not prepared to tolerate any drastic
alteration to the RUC, possibly fearing a loyalist backlash. It remains to be seen whether
this report will alter his view. However, the
real tragedy will remain, the spectacle of the
Northern Irish working class exhausting itself

in a war of bloody and futile attrition while

i

centre at Titchfield in Hampshire was found.

to have inadequate security arrangements against the risk of sabotage to the computer installation, identification of individuals from
the census office files, deliberate alterations
to information either before or aft er it had entered the Main Census File. or unauthorised
removal of census information.
,-

their real enemies, their class enemies, main-

The security is reported to have been reinforced at'Titchfield, though who will watch

Iain their 9“"n91'5hiP and Qontrﬁl Of the CQUHITY-5

the watchers, and to what eventual use will

economy.

all this knowledge be put?
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This iournal is not intended to be o ‘heavy theoretical’ in which academics hand down establish
_ ed truths

'

\-

lt is a journal for the discussion and development of ideas and understanding
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lt will be able to go into problems which lack of space prevents LIBERTARIAN STRlJGGLE
dealing with.
plementing the scheme they may find that they
catft actually afford it, for they lNt'iﬂ(ll£;”*I‘"Wl‘lt.'

Recently, the Select Committee on Tax
Credit published their report on the proposals
made last October by the Tory government to
radically alter the taxation system lReport of
Select Committee on Tax Credit, June 1Cl73)The press blew up one of the main proposed
changes to the Green Paper proposals - that

ther resources on this scale wi ii necessarily

be available". In any case, since-the scheme
doesn't come in until at least ll_7.§ ,1} per week
then will be a pittance.
The April issue ofiI_,ib ettari an Struggle‘

Family Allowances should not be abolished

analysed the whole ta:-c credit scheme propos
als. and reported on the Family Allowances
campaign. It is possible t hat the government
agreed to retain Family Allowances in response to the petitions and protests that the
womenis mvvement Child Poi.-+.-rty Action Group and thi Family Al1UWHﬁt.'t' campaigns
organised. They must have realised that these

but shoulu '- +..- increased to -fl a week for each
child.
It looked like a victory for the Family Allowances campaigns, and to women struggling
to cope with present rising prices it must
have gone down as well as the government
hoped. Even the'Sun‘ cynically comment ed
that one of the main reasons for it was that
.
.
1
the Tories needed it to retain the housewives
vote.

campaigns were a measure of the anger which
would be caused by removal of Family Allow
ances, and that this would lose them the housewives votes which had brought them to power in the l‘l7U election.

The proposals are a good publicity stunt,
nothing more. At present, parents have tax
relief on time year for each child in their fam
the second -child, and ifl for the third and all
subsequent children. fThere is no Family All
owance for the first child.) Over a year, this

means that for a first child parents gain the

supplementary benefits, the self employed.

ily, and a Family Allowance ofqflp a week for

families of strikers and of prisoners, are still
not covered by the scheme. Unsupported moth
ers may not be included either - this depends

they
would otherwise have to pay in tax

on thei200of their income, for sub sequent
children they have the f65 plus up to $1 a
year Family Allowance. Under the proposed
new scheme, each family will getﬁ at week

L Smith, 277 Kingswq Park, Davyhulme, Urmston, Manchester

them with dependence on state handouts to in-

dividual families . These handouts can be altThis is made clear_ in one statement in the June
report which says "our failure to provide a
system of family support has encouraged wage
familymiiin

scheme virtually the same amount of money

ponsibilitieslto be dealt with outside the
wage system. Yet another way of attacking

One point which the newspapers didnit imen
tion is that the extra cost involved in the administration and staffing caused by payment
of child credits to mothers at the Post Office
instead of with the hu sbandfs wage, as well
as the cost of administering the whole scheme
itself, will almost certainly be met from the
money allocated to the whole scheme, In other
words. money available for tax credits will go
to pay for the bureaucracy it needs. Thus, in
fact, families will be losing much of the so_
_
,
_
called gains in this way. The Select Committee
estimate these costs would reduce credit lev»
y a m s

0

c got. ernment -f:.Sl1ITléilE‘

by the womenis movement may have allowed

the government to pullfl-worth of wool over
the eyes of working women and prevented them

ing tax credit scheme. Where the tax credit

scheme itself was brought up, stress lay -

i

on yet another government committee . Bene.
.
'
fits which are tax-free now -- unemployment,
.
. .
.
.
sickness and 1l'l_]UI‘y benefits, maternity allow-4

'

ances anfl invalid pensions - become taxable
al the 304 level under the new scheme. The
tax credits will still be paid by employers,

i._

I I

The result of the limitations of the Family
Allowance campaign was that the government
was able to collapse the whole thing by the
announcement apparently granting the demands
relating to the Family Allowance whilst leav
ing the taii credit system unaltered.

this society must be changed in a socialist
revolution, and that campaigns must be undertaken which will involve women in realising

ily Allowance using such slogans as ‘Hands

their capabilities to organise themselves, bring
ing them out of the. isolation of the home and
into contact with other members of the working
class in struggle. To combat sexist ideas with-

mentioning the rest of the tax credit scheme
briefly, if at all. One of the points that was
stressed was that a man might not give his

in the working classand within revolutionaries,

the questions ofthe role of men and women in
society and the structure of the family must be
consistently brought up in the context of such

woman the money from his wage packet which
represent ed the new child credit. This encour-aged women to see men. and not the govern-

campaign s.

ment or the needs of capitalism, as the enemy.

which will mcreasie their hijld CW er their work’.

ers.. The system will still increase the extent
of mean s---testing. The credits will still be noncumulative - strikers lose their credits for each
week they are on strike and will not be able
to claim them back afterwards like tax rebates
can be at present .

There are two main reasons for introducing
the tax credits scheme. Firstly, it is supposed
to bring-us into line with the EEC countries,
which suits busines interests, Secondly, it is
an attempt to curb wage demands by replacing

SEXISM

This tendency is, in the main, due to theprominance of radical feminism in the local
groups who took up the campaign in practice.

Tnet9"de"'?-13¢’ Of vvomcii organising alone t.o
see their campaign solel in sexist terms must
be challenged. The gOVt.‘l'il§~'lE‘I"ll. may have coll-apsed the campaign on “Family Allowances, but
'
.
.
since
the tax credit
scheme wontI come" into

Radical feminists in essence believ c that
Imen are the enemy‘ . Not all women who" call
themselves radical feminists would admit to
this extreme view but this view permeates
their practice It is the vievrs behind the campaignis use of the question of whet her women

Operation until at least l_‘i7Bthe-re is still the
P035il'i‘i1ii1r' Bf B CBYIID-Hiigijll t'i-gifiin st it. Becaiise

.
1.1:,
_,
ll
I
__ _
_ _
_
_
_
of
i... ..i:iierrir.
s far--reaching
implications,
this

C-Hmﬁﬂlsfl would unite mothers, claimants and

would get the child credit money from their

the U“ emf-"19 Yed and workers of both se:-res _
The previous Family Allowance campaign ‘l.‘\.‘ﬂF-‘.
I101; effective. It apparently won a victory
t-.--,_-

men instead of the question of the tax credit
scheme it self, and the political reasons for
it s prooo sed introduction.

needle win the wai-_

i

'

Mt was“ Ir

tat. L.

up to I6 be paid ifia week tax credit. Quch su ggestions were, however, reject ed by the
Comm itte e.
i

-I-

_
It should also be noted that these are proposed figures still. and that once the govern ment has gained its publicity as the friend of
the struggling housewife in her b attle again st
rising prices, when it -comes to actually im--

Ir

credit and that non-working mothers of children

r

receiving less than§l000 a year. The rich get
richer indeed

Q13

The reasoning behind the Wages for House.
I
I
work campaign is that money is power and
the only way for women to have power is to
hav-emoney oftheir own. This suggestion was
even put to the government Sela ct Committ ee'-that all wives. earning or not, be paid a tax

However the tendency of the women s move»
ment was to campaign solely on the question
ofthe right of the woman to receive the
off our Family Allowance' , the campaign'was
called the Family Allowance campaign; mo st.
ofthe leaflets stressed this question, only

A CREDITABLE COLLECTION‘

only Ma to the l0 million people in households

~.

.-,/‘“/F5,\'_F' _ s,

.

KM D

O\-Q. R _

.

\-

There is no doubt that the role of women in
I

Also. one third of the extra~fl3°Q million will
be given to the qimillion people living in
households receiving overb-000 a year, but

--

'

RADICAL FEMINISA

the scheme has to pay for itself.

..-.

WAGES FOR HOUSEWDRK

from seeing beyond the -question of Family All»
owances to the more important and far-reach~

maternity benefits must remain tax- free

spending an extra H300 million a year on tax
credit s, but in their paper on Public Expendassess the cost of the schem e as
Iiture they
‘

neutral

gthens the capita1ist's hand in dividing the
working class.

The Family Allowances campaign as waged

the first child, families are only gaining on
the roundabouts what they have lost ‘on the
swings. Andhow much will those extra pence
buy when the scheme is introduced a lookat Concorde in a museum?

I

homes separated from the rest of the working
class movements. Radical feminism thus strea-

- Family Allowances to be made tax-free
-- mothers on social security mu st get the Family Allowance on top of the social security
payments

So. apart from the increased allowance for

1' _

it is essential for family res-

- an increase in the amount for each child‘

the difference is

_ I

-

- payment of the Family Allowance to every
' mother for every“ child, including the first
child

Hence families will receive under the new

1 O t2O7/‘Th

of it — the Wages for Housework campaign. In
demanding wages for housework, the role of
women in the home will be reinforced, and so
also the isolation of women into individual

women - on the ways women would be affected
The wi-der demands of the campaign were

tax relief on each child will no longer exist.

as b

of a campaign whichhas been linked to the
Family Allowance campaign as an extension

ered at any time by the government in power,

negotiations to be based on the needs of the

___ _____

The radical feminist view is also the basis

as would be expected in a campaign to involve

per child, to be called 3 ichild credit‘, but the

i

Urderv articles an-1‘ enquiries should be sent to the Convener of the LCR Board :-

militancy in the working class.
However, the proposals on the rest of the
tax credit scheme remain basically unaltered.
The scheme still only involves
.i;re--earners,
temporarily-uriernploycdfnot yi-* l*‘i-'1S'lI cred for
work) people, students. people dependent on

each week as they do now
only pen ce.

Having established the newspaper and begun the or anisation of a libertarian revolutionary
movement involved in everyday struggles the OF?Aiiope_s that establishing this journal for
the if "velopment of ideas will prove to be another useful addition to the development of the
' revolutionary movement.
_
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I In such a way is the vanguard theory of IS
memba of the working class does is right and
everyone else wrong. The working class contains reflected Iﬂ its action.
the bulk of reactionary elements -albeit caused
Yours etc.,
by oppressive conditioning - quite Par”-at to the
N.H.
persecution of hippies, homosexuals and revolut
0-———-——-—-—-i"I"*'i‘*"_"
ionaries.
Everyone has the right iii’ free Speech eve"
Dear Comrades,
racists and bigots. People should be encouraged‘
Whereas the editorial collectto respect free speech in this society otherwise
ive correctly replied to Rzick Hatchers letter
We Cannot expect toleration after the revolution.
by saying that IMG want their share of the
Rank and File power structure and that genuine
Yours Fratem ally,
rank and file groups h_ave a purely libertarian
G
history. I think the statement that libertarians
'
have failed to provide a perspective in Rank

5

A

A

\/2...:

Dear Libertarian Struggle.

Dear Comrades,

Dear Comrades,

I was very impressed by Libertarian Struggle, which I have only recently
come across, and particularly by the references t-o IS rank and file activities. I thought
you might be in terested to know something about their paper the Steelworker. This caused
a minor sensation in Corby when copies of the
first issue were received by a member of the
local Trades Council because it published a
BSC master plan for running down the steel
industry and forecast that Corby was to be‘almost entirely obliterated‘. A spokesman for
BSC denounced the plan as a forgery though
this is certainly not true and the Corby Communist Party, in ancinterview with the editor of
the local paper, condemned the activities of
‘extreme left wing elements whose sole purp-

I read with interest the oil article in your june edition of the newspaper and
feel your readership may be interested in the
following.

ose appears to be the destruction of democr-

itate the area when they eventually leave.

atic societyi

explained in Steelworker No.1 which beat‘-S
an uncanny resemblance to early issues of
‘Socialist Worker‘. A meeting of steelworker
militants was held at which it was decided
that a newspaper was needed. Where or when
this meeting was heldis not revealed, neither
is the number of steelworkers in attendance
or the works that were represented. Howpver,
Jim Higgins, writing in ‘Socialist Worker of
3!. 3.73- assures us that papers such as this
qualify as ‘genuine rank and file papers bec-'
ause everyone involved in their production is
a worker in the respective industry. By this
definition if a group of National Front members started a paper aimed at workers in a particular industry, as long as they themselves
were employed in that industry it would be a

The ‘Steelworker"s base in the industry is
Lackenby No.5 branch of BISAKTA and when

‘Socialist Worker‘ compiled its round-up of the -

Mayday strikes (4,, 5_73).it said of this branch:
‘BISAKTA -Lackenby No.5 ~ wanted to ,
take strike action. but had been ordered

not to by full-time officials and told that
if there was a strike the branch would be
investigated.‘
My own branch, Corby No.11 was ordered also
by the BISAKTA E.C. not to strike, as was

every branch and when a meeting of the joint
branches wasarranged to discuss the Strike
despite this instruction, a further directive
'was received, this time from the divisional
organiser. Both these instructions were ignored by the members of Corby No.21 who met
to discuss the Mayday protests and duly P35‘
sed a unanimous vote in favour of a ll,-hour
stoppage.
Our branch has no self-styled leadership
and is never likely to be threatened with investigation, unfortunately this is not the clase

in Lackenby No.5 and if ‘Socialist Worker's
report that the branch wanted to strike is true.
the leadership there can only be an impediment
to actmm

Yours fraternally,
A Steelworker
-Ii

Dear Comrades,
On the 22nd May we had a gen

eral meeting of the ORA groups in Hamburg..
A comrade from Bremen was also present and
the groups from Heidelberg and Essen sent
lette-rst.In Hamburg we have two groups and
another group is ‘under construction’. Most
probably another Hamburg group with IO members will join the ORA during the next weeks.
Groups in Bremen, Heidelberg, Brunswick and
Hanover are also ‘under construction’ .A
group in Essen has declared to be an ORA
‘group of sympathisers’. They agree with our
statutes except the point, where workerscouncils are concerned.
Last weekend a congress near Marburg
tock place with the aim to form an Anarchist
Federation of Germany. But according to lack
of information, nobody from Hamburg was

there. But we will be informed by cur comrades from Southern Germany.
As you see, things are going quite well
here.]ust recently we had the visit of a girl
from the French ORA.
1‘
fratemally yours,

-

True to their Hard, Brown and Root opened a
welding training centre and trained some (97!
men and in September last year several hundred
of them began work on a fixed platform to be
ready for August this year. These construction
teams worked round the clock in twelve hour
shifts in order to get it finished. However it was
found that the quality of the welds was deplorable due to the inexperience of the men and the
inferior teaching techniques of the Welding
Training Centre. q'$of the welds had to be redone by outside, experienced welders. With the
bad quality of the workmanship the above case
can be cited by future construction firms to i
"
destroy any argument that they should give
employment to locally trained men.
The main result of the oil related industry is
the soaring price of land. For,,_a.,sem.i-detached
the average price is around Eli 900,

genuine rank and file paper.

].G.

your exposé of IS activities in Rank and File.
However, it comes as no surprise to me. People

involved in the squatting campaign of-/‘lflwill
remember how IS attempted to exploit it and
then pulled out when they found they didn‘t
make much headway. In the Brighton squats
ofl96‘lIS intervened, hoping to recruit people involved to their organisation rather that with a
view to helping people in struggle. When they
met with hostility they withdrew and proceeded
to denounce the squatting as adventurist and
reformist, when what was most needed at the

time was solidarity.

I

Another even more nasty example of IS opportunism was in Brighton in the same year,
when a group of rank and file busmen decided
to bring out a leaflet on conditions. etc. An
IS student who happened to be working on the

'

But where‘ didthe pappr come from?This is

-

In Nigg Bay, NE Scotland, Brown and Root
build fixed platforms for the oil rigs.. They are
an American company and established their
construction works in the area two years ago,.
after their planning application had been hastily
passed when they promised that they would
train and employ local labour. They also hinted
darkly that if the contract was not forthcoming
shortly, they would have to look_,for a site
t the other side of the North Sea. -Norway.Their
contract was through in four months with not
even a clause stating that they should rehabil-

Congratulations on

, -

buses at the time volunteered to have it duplicated by his group. He then called a brand?
meeting where it was decided the statement
wasn't worded in the way IS thought it should
have been. They changed the leaflet and printedlit with no consultation back to the busmen,
much to the latteris rage when they found out.

developers, benefit from the oil industry.

best wish es,
M.
Q%

In short, we should never have needed to
provide an alternative perspective in the first

place if the group had been a genuine rank and
file group i.e. federated groups of militants
in the NUT working in their local Associations,
with the journal as a forum for ideas and the
Internal Bulletin as a means of linking the

groups through exchanges of information. Instead, now that IS has made a thorough attempt
to turn it into the party branch in the NUT, we

need libertarians to get up and explain to the
large numbers of disillusioned Rank and File
members where they have been conned. and get
a genuine rank and file movement off the
ground. In fact, a group that embraces all the

contradictions and problems of teaching as well
a-s the economic ones. This is at present happening. and it was incorrect of the editorial group
to give the impression that libertarians in Rank
and File had failed.
_

Fraternal ly

I
P.S.All pissed--»-off Rank and Filers pl ease contact bga Chingford Road London EJ7

'

‘L

THE LIFE OF ANDRES NIN by Wilebaldo Solauo. Published by the Independent Labour Party

(I59)

~

Andres Nin was born i.n 1892 and died in 1937.
Scotlands economy has not been helped by
In many ways he was a model revolutionary. He
the oil. Thousands of Clydeside steelworkers
was a militant activist within the Spanish work
are threatened withunemployment while the
-ing class movement for many years, and also
steel being used in Nigg Bay comes from Europe
and japan. Of the oil related equipment only 110 held important positions within the international communist movement. Undoubtedly he was a
is made in Britain.
It is therefore fair to say that only a small
minority of scots, such as landowners, property

and File is incorrect and diversionary.

man of great courage and firm revolutionary
commitment. From the Anarchist point of view
he was undoubtedly mistaken, when he helped
to found the Spanish Communist Party, when
he urged the huge anarcho-syndicalist union,
the CNT, to affiliate to the Red International

of Labour Unions (and thus accept the notorious ‘21’ conditions which ensured the sub-

‘i

assessment of the way in which he solved
them.

When the pamphlet discusses the most interesting and crucial period of Nin_’s life, the

period after his return to Spain in 1930 when he
helped found the Spanish left opposition and

subsequently the POUM, it is even more unsatidactory. No discussion of the issues involved in the break from orthodox Trotskyism;
no discussion of the amalgamation between the
Left Opposition and the Workers and Peasants

Block headed by Maurin; barely a mention of
the programme of the new Party, the POUM; no
justification of the participation of thcsPOUM

in Popular Front coalitions with Stalinists,
rcformists and the middle class parties. Above

Dear Comrades,

servicnce of the International to Moscow),

On the question of free speech
it was stated that the action of the CPE-ML was
understandable if technically wrong. You fail to
realise the fact that fascist tactics encourage
these actions in order to gain sympathy and antileft publicity furthering their cause and making
the left appear more oppressive than themselves

While in Russia,as a prominent member of the
Intcrnational,he saw the degeneration of the
Revolution into a grotesque parody of socialism and remained within the Communist Party

ary principles after the rcvolutionay events of
July 1936. There is no attempt to justify Nin’s

that was the perpetrator of this crime. Again,

entry into the Catalan government as minister

when on his
return to Spain he helped to
found the POUM (Unified Marxist Workcts
Party).,by an unprinciplcd alliance between
Left Oppositionists and the group headed by
Maurin which was fundamentally petty bourgois- Most disastrously of all Nin was wrong
during the Spanish Revolution of 1936 when
he and his party refused to urge the formation

of Justice, nor the suicidal failure to support
the Barcelona workers in their last attempt to

If we want to create freedom in a new society
we cannot do so by approving the use of prejud-

ice against prejudice. If we are not to create a
sympathetic atmosphere towards fascists we mu
treat them, not as political dangers, but as
cranks in the same class as flat earth believers
If
,
‘I
,
and the moon IS green cheese believers.
'
You also talk of free speech for workers as a
principle, falling for the oldploy that whatever a

PRESS FUND

HELP SLIBERTARIAN STRUGGLE’
TO GROW.
-criticise and anggest
Ways to improve therpaper.
—wlite for the paper.
-sell the paper.
-give a donation to the
Press Fund.
All donations will be acknowledged.
Ch cuues and P03 should be made
out to “ORA General Fund‘
Send to Press Fund, ~29 Cardigan Rd,
Leeds 6.

of workers councils that would fight the middle
class governmentsiof Spain and Catalonia, as
well as the fascists, on the basis of a programme for the revolutionary transformation of

Spain. Here Nin, like many sections of the
Spanish An archist movement (it must be ad-S
mitted)fell victim to vacillation and once again
proved the truth of the saying that ‘Those who
make revolutions only halfway, dig tlnir own
graves.’ In 1937 Nin was captured by the
Stalinists in Spain who were engaged in a bloody fight to defeat the revolution that had been made by the spanish working class. They

all, Solano remains uncritical of the way in

i

which POUM abandoned many of its revolution-

halt the tide of Communist-led counter revolution in May 1937. What we are constantly givm

in place of serious analysis is the theory‘ that
the POUM and Nin were driven by events into

the abandoning of many socialist basics.
In general it iscxtremcly rare for biograph-

ical works to be of much value to the revolutionary. This grossly ovcrpriccd pamphlet is no
exception. Anarchists have not got much to be
proud of in the way that some prominent members of the Spanish movement behaved during

the revolution. They made many of the same
mistakes that Nin and the POUM committed.
Pamphlets of this kind, that are exercises in

syncophancy and hero-worship, do nothing to
help us learn from these mistakes. One can’t
help feeling that the only reason /that the

accused him and his party of being Fascist
agents - a charge that nobody could believe.
Nin refused to ‘confess’ to this and died under

ILP have printed it now,is to remind the political public that thc group of aged reformists i
that composes their organisation were once
connected with a party that had some revolut-

torture, murdered by his former comrades in
the Party he had helped to found.

ibnary pretensions, however distorted. All -the

Solano‘s pamphlet takes up none of these
points in a satisfactory manner. Instead we are
told that within Russia Nin ‘fought to keep
alive the spirit of Bolshevism’, without any
analysis of what this ‘true Bolshevism’ was,
or why it was such a_tiny movement in comparison to the orthodox Bolshcvism of Stalin and

his supporters. This is a typical example of
the -way that Solano avoids. discussion of the
political issues that faced Nin, or any serious

pamphlet does in fact,is to confirm that there
still exist some people who view revolutionary
history through a fairground mirror that makes
cripples whole again. Nin was a_ heroic personality, and all revolutionaries can learn much
from both his successes and, especially, his
failures. This pamphlet teaches us little about
either, and its uncritical manner docs little
credit to Nin, whose life was spent in criticism
of the social system and the deformed ‘working
class’ Parties that were challenging it. He

deserves a better testimonial than this.
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switch grounds, they could say they had to do

I

it to preserve the merrs jobs, but they would t

not be able to improve conditions or increase
pay just yet, as they had to spend so much
money on "the new vessels . So the men carry
on as before, victims of a vicious exploitative
circle.
r
-1-

I.

deepsea fishing ground is usually anotlnmahis

reward system =~ they get a basic wage, varying
according to their position in the ship’s hier=-=-

This article has been written by .a former
seaman Whose perspectives, both on the
conditions in the fishing, and present fishing
dispute in Icelan d- We Welcome. However,
Without being fully informed of the situation,
we should like to point out that the fishing
industry is organised differently in Scotland;
a large number of the boats in the north .east=ern ports (Buckie, Macduff, Peterh ead, Fuse»
burgh, Lossiemouth and others), being bought
on H.P. by their skippers, _"II"e are reasonably.

subsistence=level inshore ground... Remember
the fuss about Britain‘s inshore grounds two
years ago, when the nasty French, German,

archy, and a share of the value of the catch.
The galley boy’s share is minute, the deck~
hancl’s is just enough to whet his appetite,

and Belgians want-ed to do the same to us

as

we"ve been doing to Iceland for centuries ? At
last the Icelandic government refuses to see
its only natural resource destroyed by the
greed of profiteers several hundred miles away.

While the skipper’s is so immense, that not
only are the rest of the crew star-struck with

the possibilities of promotion, but the skipper
is also highly motivated to work the men to
the limit, and to apply the full legal horrors

of the Merchant Stipping Acts if anyone steps
out of line. The trawler owners end up with a

sure that the situation that the author is

possible age consistent with staying aﬂoat,
the fish are free and close at hand, and crew
costs are a joke. The present deepsea 1

trawler fleet is a disgusting collection of
ageing hulks, where men live in conditions
that make life in the trenches look positively
idyllic. The deckhands sleep in cramped, cold,
wet, bunkrooms, spend their off-duty moments
squashed into a messroom ten foot square, and
work 18 hours out of every 24 standing on the
pitching deck, often in daylong darkness lit
only by arclarnps, with seas continually break-

tightly knit industrial unit of highly motivated
and closely controlled workers-- their only
production problem after that is finding the
raw material - the fish.

advocating would cause the Scotish .fi shiné
fleet to shrink and be replaced, if at all, by
capitalists on the English pattern. ,

Wlwat the Cod War is really doing is threat»
ening the profit margins of the trawler owners,
not the jobs or lives of the British trawler men
The capital investment involved in fishing the
Icelandic grounds is minimal. Boats are of
the lowest effective.-standard and the greatest

ing over them, and ice covering their equipment. All this for about 25p an hour. .
vi“
||"|l'U'

The dcepsea trawler owner, in his search

Mmy people must have been veu surprised
to see British capitalism's seafaring Securictr,
the Royal Navy, rushing to the aid of the most
exploited section of all the working class, the
deepsea trawlermen of Hull, Grimshy and
Fleetwood. D0 they really care after all ‘?Ha\e
they at last decided to ch something about the
1% of trawlermen who are killed event 3/Bil’.
(four times the number of caalminers),? Or is
there more to fish ﬁngers than meets ﬂue bird?
eye ? Md why wage a war over cod, of all s
things ?

for profit-5%, with his large vessel, has to find
mi

somewhere where the fish are in plentiful

supply, not hampered by strict catch restrict-=-=
ions which conserve the young fish (but consrict the profitecr ), preferably near to Britain,

Royal Navy stage a shoot=-out with the Iceland

making equipment.
l

COD WAR VICTIMS

but in the meantime they could divert some of

So where does he go ‘? Why, to Iceland of

course, the major spawning ground of cod in
the Atlantic. At all seasons of the year vast
numbers of fish are just there for the grabbing
and the Icelanders’ own inshore fishing
industry has, until recently, not had the polit=
ical , economic, social or military strength to

trawler owners stand to lose a great deal of
money if Iceland Twins’ the Cod War. j'Ihe

British deepsea trawler ﬂeet is run on class-

ical capitalist lines, with compmies buying
a vessel, up to about 200 foot long, and finding a skipper and crew of about twmty to sail
\-in it. The men are then paid on a differential

stand up for itself, or for the ecological balance
of the ocean. One man‘s capitalist-exploited
I

4

The Icelandic’, fishing grounds are being
5@f1°l-‘Sly overfi shed - it takes three British
sh1ps to catch the same amount in the same
time as two could catch, only eighteen months

ago.
fifty mile limit is a necessity for Ice-»
land if they are to preserve their fishingindua
ry and the communities and way of life that
depend on it; They say that if the British

-I
.

_'_

really cared about conserving fish stocks they

.-

WRITE TO

fleet -- a crude ﬁght over a free factor of A
production. What they should do is start a
crash building programme of new vesselsdesigned for fishing the South Atlantic. This
would obviously take some years to complete,

spending potential profits on expensive :ce~=

profit margins and capital investment: British

'

‘

nically feasible, socially desirable, and ecol=
ogically a necessity ': but the short-sighted
British trawler owners do not wish to know

that, as they think they would lose money.
The easiest solution for them is to have the

so the fish doesn’t deteriorate too much with
travelling, and in a cold climate to save on

The answer lies, as might be expected, in

FOR INFORMATION om ORA

To move to other fishing grounds is tech-

their boats to the White Sea, further to the
North, and at the same time agree a phasing- _
out period with Iceland whereby a reduced
number of British vessels are allowed t-ofish

within Icel_an’i:l’s 50 mile limit, for perhaps 5
years more, on the understanding that during
this time the British owners will be building

new vessels. But this is asking for a degree
of common-=sense and humanity that has been
noticably lacking from their behaviour in the
past. "

s

_

would fish elsewhere, round the Equator for
example, where great shoals of fish live lives
of carefree innocence, far from the rl-11-eat of

any Cod War. "
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Tyranny ofStructureIessI1ess by '10 Freeman
Obta-inable from Leeds Women: ORA, -29
Cardigan Rood, Leeds 6. _5p. plus 3p. post.
‘Libertarians in. all movements should study
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Why send the Royal Navy to do battle with

this pmnphtet because it contains the core of

the obviously worthy Icelanders thenif there

the

are fish elsewhere just for the taking“? Bec-=
ause this would mean scrapping a large amourt

argur_nent'- that -ORGANISED libertarians

iv-

of capital equipment, three-quarters of the
present deepsea ﬂeet, and reflacing it with
new and _very expensive vessels. These new

r

PUBLIC MEETINGS AND EVENTS

boats would have to be very different from

MANCHESTER AREA REVOLUTIONARY
éNARC|I"IlST$b|
'
crtni t pu ic meet‘
Thursdays): 3.00 p.m. mgs
Lass, 0 Gowrie, Charles Street _

most of the present ones, with ice-=~making
equipment on every one; they would have to
I be bigger, as the voyage would be much longer
than the present 3___j;o -5 weeks, and the boats
would therefore need much-enlarged storage
gpace-; -and they would need better and more
reliable equipment to cope with the different
conditions. j

Crawley Trades Council has cold shouldered
requests by the Crawley branch of the National
Front and Crawley Young Peop1e"5 Housing
Association (YPHA) to be represented on the
Trades (jouncils Housing Action Cﬂmmitteg
which will be launched in September.
Dick Miles the Chairman told the Trades
Council meeting that tw'o letters he had recieved

LEEDS LI BERTARIAN SOCIALIST
DISCUSSION MEETINGS ll‘ the Tredes

ABNORMAL LIFE

Hall, Upper Fountains Street. c
Wed. Sept. 5th “Has the-Labour Party
o Future?"
g
Wed. Sept. "I9tI1 " Lessons of the
SpanisI1tRevoIution...”
~
At 8pm. All wdcome
-

\

-

.

Switching grounds is not expected to create

labour difficulties, however, as the bosses in
this-industry have a particularly strong hold A
over" their workers. The deepsea trawlermen -

"-

GLASGOW ORA meﬁet wednesdnys 8pm
at thelona Community, I44 Clyde St.

one from the Front and the other from the Hausing Association, were both sigred by M1->H,W
ill.
I
The Young_Pe oples Housing Association jg
a front for the Fascist -NF, and has in recent
weeks been holding regular meetings. The Front
eems to have the support of a local advertising

news sheet with .a circulation of 21,000 in whjgh
the NFis racist views are regularly printed.
-I I

of Hull, Grimsby and Fleetwood have little

alternative employment. Once a man has gone
to sea on the trawlers he enters a world whidm
is very difficult to escape from, as his skills
are not applicable to any industry ashore, and
his life is so different fromthe ‘normal’ world

LIBERTARIAN
STUDENTS’ FEDERATION? '

L093]-1?, members of the ORA and IS have ._

egun a campaign to fight the spreadpf the NFIS
asc is.t views.

of families, mortgages and mass consumerism,
he very soon becomes dependent on his job

Anyone interested in “ a Student Federation within ORA, mainly those tnvolved in Union work" '?
Write to Lmy Law, Berks Coll.._of Ed.
I Students’ Union, Bulnrershe Court.
IWoodands Avenue. Qarley, Reading.
Berkd|ire.,READlNG B66506.
I

for his identity. If he stopped being a Trawler»

man he would become unreal - he must work. j
So when the trawler owners start talking about
the Cod War threatening the trawlermen’s live-

lihoods, they know they cancount on the
support of the vast majority of their employees
whatever the merits of Iceland's case. And if
the time ever came when the owners had to
X.
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